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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the effects of pre- and post-

oxidation RCA cleaning on thin gate oxides through the study of breakdown 

voltages at several current levels. The RCA Clean consisted of SCI (NH4OH in 

H2O2). followed by an optional dilute HF dip, followed by SC2 (HC1 in H2O2). 

SAS analysis of the experiments revealed the following results: an HF dip 

was not found to affect the performance of the pre-oxidation clean, SC2 was 

harmful to the oxide when performed after oxide growth, and the role of 

solution age was not clear. In addition, an interaction was found between 

SCI and SC2 performed after oxide growth, with SCI partially alleviating the 

harmful effects of SC2 when performed prior to SC2. This and other data led 

to the conclusion that SC2 was selectively etching the oxide. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

As device dimensions of MOS solid state devices continue to shrink* fatal 

defect size is greatly reduced, necessitating ever more strict process control. 

This is expecially true in the growth of thin (<300A) gate oxides which, since 

they arc thinner, see higher fields at any voltage than a thicker oxide and 

thus must be more stress-resistant. Wet cleans have historically been 

performed before, and sometimes after, oxide growth to insure a relatively 

contaminant-free surface, but have recently come under increased 

scrutiny as having possible detrimental effects to more advanced 

technologies. These detrimental effects may be brought about simply by 

particulates in the cleaning solutions or by more complicated chemical 

reactions between the cleaning solution and the surface to be cleaned. 

The research upon which this thesis is based was performed in Chandler, 

Arizona, at Intel Incorporated's FAB6 in an effort to improve the gate oxide 

of the peripheral control devices of Intel's 1 Megabite EPROM. This is a l|i 

technology incorporating an RCA wet clean both before and after gate oxide 

growth. The purpose of these experiments was to determine what steps, if 

any, of the two multiple-step RCA cleans had an effect on the gate oxide, to 

formulate an hypothesis regarding the cause of these effects, and to 

determine if holding time for the cleaning solutions could be increased 

from 6 to 12 hours. In general, for these experiments, the effects of the 

cleans are always detrimental, since the experiments were performed on a 

"short loop" test device which did not recieve the processing steps that 



make these cleans necessary. However, the actual process necessitates the 

performance of these cleans, so the main focus of these experiments was to 

isolate and understand the mechanisms responsible for the damage. 

The RCA Clean studied consisted of the following three steps: Ten minutes 

in SCI (ammonium hydroxide in hydrogen peroxide and water), an optional 

dilute hydroflouric acid dip, followed by ten minutes in SC2 (hydrocloric 

acid in hydrogen peroxide and water). This clean was performed both 

before and after oxide growth. 

1.1 THE EXPERIMENTS 

Three factorial experiments were performed. The purpose of Experiment 

1 was to determine which steps of the two cleaning sequences had an effect 

on the gate oxides. It consisted of 9 lots of 16 wafers each that were started 

three per week for 3 weeks, and had 16 different treatment groups. The 

purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine the effect of a switch in the order 

of the cleans, and consisted of 6 lots of 16 wafers each that were started 

three per week for two weeks. This experiment had four different 

treatment groups. The purpose of Experiment 3 was to determine if holding 

time for the cleaning solutions could be increased to 12 hours from 6 hours, 

and consisted of 6 lots of 18 wafers each that were started 3 lots per week for 

2 weeks. 

The wafers underwent automated breakdown voltage tests at four current 

levels. These four current tests were performed at 25 sites on each of the 

348 wafers, resulting in 8,700 separate tests. 

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The analysis was performed using SAS statistical analysis. SAS is a 

commercially available statistical analysis software package widely used in 

science and industry. SAS was used to determine the statistically significant 

sources of variation for breakdown voltage, the degree of significance, and 

as a very enlightening graphical tool. Two figures of merit were used: 

mean breakdown voltage by wafer, and the proportion of test sites 

"passing" per wafer, where passing was defined as having a breakdown 



voltage greater than 14 volts. These two tests used together help clarify the 

exact effect a significant step had upon the gate oxide. 

1.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Experiment 1 found several significant sources of variation in gate oxide 

quality as evaluated by both the mean breakdown voltage and the 

proportion passing. An HF dip was found to reduce mean breakdown 

voltage results at lower current tests, and SC2 (hydrochloric acid in peroxide 

and water) was found to reduce both mean breakdown voltage and the 

proportion of test sites passing. Results from Experiment 2 were used to 

formulate a mechanism for this damage. Experiment 3 found very little 

significant variation in both mean breakdown voltage and proportion 

passing, although this experiment was not complete and further analysis is 

suggested before considering a process change. 

1.4 ORGANIZATION 

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter Two consists of background 

information relating to this study and current research being done in this 

area. Chapter Three presents the experimental design and analysis 

techniques, and the process and testing methods used. Chapter Four gives 

the results of SAS analysis of the experiments, and a brief summary of the 

results from each experiment, and Chapter Five analyzes each significant 

source of variation in depth. Chapter Six covers a brief investigation of the 

wafers' C-V characteristics, and Chapter Seven presents conclusions drawn 

from this analysis and suggestions for further study. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the background information 

necessary for a discussion of the results and implications of this project, as 

well as surveying current research on oxide integrity and cleaning-related 

changes in oxide parameters. It begins with a brief discussion of the 

oxidation mechanism and the structural and electrical properties of the 

resulting oxide. This is followed by a discussion of the importance of 

surface cleanliness to the growth of a high quality oxide, and a detailed 

description of the RCA clean and its effects upon oxide kinetics and quality. 

It concludcs with a description of the oxide breakdown mechanism and how 

processed-induced defects may hasten this mechanism. 

2.1 THERMAL SILICON OXIDES 

The thermal oxide formed by the reaction of silicon and oxygen is a key 

reason for the existence of semiconductor technology in its current state. A 

first use is as a straightforward mask for diffusion or etch processes that is 

both convenient and complimentary to the process. In addition, the growth 

of this silicon oxide passivates the silicon surface by tying up the dangling 

bonds present on the silicon surface. These dangling bonds give rise to 

states within the forbidden gap of the semiconductor which may disrupt or 

prevent operation for both bipolar and field devices. Thirdly, silicon oxide 



is used in MOS structures because of its excellent insulating properties (2.1, 

2.2). 

Thermal oxidation of silicon is achieved by heating the wafer to a high 

temperature (typically 900-1200°C), in an atmosphere containing either 

pure oxygen or water vapor. At these high temperatures, both oxygen gas 

and water molecules can easily diffuse through silicon dioxide. When the 

oxygen arrives at the silicon surface, it then combines with silicon to form 

silicon dioxide. Silicon is consumed as the oxide grows, with the resulting 

oxide approximately 54% above the oxide surface, and 46% below the 

original surface. 

The kinetics of silicon oxidation is normally split into two regimes: short 

time and long time. For short limes, the oxidizing species quickly diffuses 

through the existing silicon dioxide layer, and the rate of reaction is limited 

by the concentration of oxygen at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. 

Under these conditions, the growth of oxide is a linear function of time. For 

longer times, the reaction becomes limited by the time it takes for the 

oxidizing species to diffuse through the oxide, and the growth rate becomes 

parabolic, with a dependence on the square root of time. Other factors 

affecting oxidation rate include pressure, crystal orientation of the silicon, 

and impurity doping level of the silicon. 

Although this oxide is a near-perfect insulator, it is not free from defects, 

and extreme care must be exercised with regards to pre- and post-oxidation 

cleanliness, control of thermal oxide growth, and the complete fabrication 

process. As device dimensions continue to decrease, with gate oxide layers 

approaching 100 Angstroms, the control of the oxidation process becomes 

increasingly more important. 

2.2 SURFACE CLEANLINESS 

The complex issue of impurities and their effect on silicon oxidation was 

recognized as early as 1959 (2,3). These workers found that impurities left 

on the silicon surface preceding oxidation affected the reverse current 

characteristics of fabricated diodes by seven orders of magnitude. In 1970, 

Werner Kern showed, using radioactive tracer methods, that ions such as 

sodium, flourine and chlorine can be adsorbed onto the silicon surface 



when present in reagent compounds (2.4). Later workers have concluded 

that inefficient removal of impurities which remain on the surface prior to 

oxidation is reflected in the degradation of one or more of the parameters of 

MOS devices: flatband voltage, density of interface traps, mobile charge in 

the oxide, minority carrier lifetime, and oxide breakdown voltage (2.5). 

From a device point of view, a clean surface is defined as one which does 

not contain a significant amount of harmful contaminants. By this 

standard, a 'significant* amount will become increasingly smaller as 

submicron technologies develop, requiring new or more stringent cleaning 

techniques. For example, Ohmi (2.6) showed that applying strict ultraclean 

methods for gasses and deionized water used during VLSI fabrication could 

significantly increase yield, and other workers (2.4, 2.7) have investigated 

the cleaning properties of anhydrous HF and UV/ozone treatments. 

It is important to understand that a truly atomically clean silicon surface 

is not the goal in all cases. Atalla investigated the stabilization of surface 

states by thermally grown oxides (2.3) and concluded that a device with such 

a surface would probably not be operative since silicon dangling bonds 

would act as acceptor states and the resulting surface would be strongly p-

type, independent of bulk doping. From a practical standpoint, he argued 

that it would be more fitting to refer to surface cleaning as surface 

preparation. He concluded that the etches and rinses used in device 

preparation provide surface structures that are complex and unknown as 

compared to a truly atomically clean cleaved silicon surface. In general, all 

cleans leave a signature: for example wet cleans leave a native oxide of 

variable purity and structural integrity, while sputtering tends to leave a 

damaged surface and implanted impurities. 

2.3 RCA CLEAN 

In what is now a classic paper, Werner Kern described a pair of hydrogen 

peroxide based cleans designed to remove contaminants from the silicon or 

silicon dioxide surface (2.8). These cleans became widely used in industry, 

and have recently become the object of a resurgence of interest as the 

shrinkage of device dimensions leads to stricter cleaning requirements. 
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2.3.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE RCA CLEAN 

Kern defined contaminants as falling into three broad categories: 

molecular, ionic, and atomic. Molecular contaminants are large organic 

molecules such as polymers, waxes, resins, and oils stemming from sources 

such as organic solvents, human contact and photoresist. This class of 

contaminants may cause polarization and ionic drift due to the transport of 

protons in addition to causing the semiconductor surface to be hydrophobic, 

thus preventing the removal of adsorbed ionic and atomic impurities. 

I o n i c  contaminants are electrically charged molecules or atoms present 

after etching in HF or other caustic solutions, or even after rinsing in 

deionized water. They may be deposited or actually chemisorbed upon the 

surface of the wafer. Alkali atoms such as sodium are particularly harmful 

in that they move under an applied electric field at high temperatures 

causing unintended inversion layers, surface leakage and drift during 

device operation. Atomic contaminants include heavy metals such as 

gold, silver, and copper. These generally originate from chemical etchants 

and are plated out as metallic deposits. Removal requires reactive agents 

that dissolve the metal and then complex the resulting ionic form to prevent 

redeposition from the solution. Atomic contaminants can affect minority 

carrier lifetime, surface conductivity and other parameters governing the 

stability of microelectronic^ devices. 

Kern recommended that the cleaning process be broken down into three 

major steps: 

1) Removal of gross organic contaminants 

2) Removal of residual organic contaminants 

3) Removal of ionic/atomic contaminants. 

Removal of gross organics is not critically difficult and may be 

accomplished by various methods such as piranah (H2SO4/H2O2) or various 

organic solvents. The next two steps comprise what is known as the RCA 

clean, which consists of two sequential cleaning solutions. Solution one 

(RCA1, also referred to as SCI) consists of approximately 5:1:1 parts by 

volume of H2O/H2O2/NH4OH. It is intended to remove organic contaminants 



by both the solvating action of the ammonium hydroxide and the powerful 

oxidizing action of the peroxide. The ammonium hydroxide also complexes 

group I and II metals such as copper, nickel, and cadmium. Solution two 

(RCA2, also referred to as SC2) consists of approximately 5:1:1 parts, again 

by volume, of H2O/H2O2/HCI and was chosen to remove heavy metals such as 

aluminum and iron and to prevent displacement replating from solution by 

forming soluble complexes with the resulting ions. He showed, in a 

statistical evaluation of MOS capacitors, that flatband voltage and driftable 

charge levels of devices from wafers first contaminated with impurity-

containing methanol and then cleaned with the RCA solutions were no 

different from that of uncontaminated wafers. 

An addition to these two cleaning solutions which has been documented 

by Kern and others (2.9, 2.10, 2.11) is the inclusion of a dilute HF dip usually 

between RCA1 and RCA2. The reason for this is as follows: if metallic 

contaminants such as aluminum, magnesium, or iron are present during 

step one of the RCA clean, they will form unsoluble hydroxide complexes 

and precipitate onto the surface of the wafer, becoming incorporated into 

the thin native oxide which forms in solution. A short HF dip is included at 

this point in order to remove this native oxide along with any heavy metals 

which may have been incorporated into this layer. The etching of silicon 

dioxide has been studied by Neilsen and Hackleman (2.12), while its effect on 

silicon has been studied by Gould and Irene (2.13). 

2.3.2 FACTORS AFFECTING THE RCA CLEAN 

Factors related to the cleaning effectiveness of the RCA solutions include 

the ages and temperatures of the solutions, and the purity of chemicals used 

as components of the cleans. Such peroxide solutions gradually decompose, 

losing their cleaning effectiveness and benignity; half-lives of RCA1 and 

RCA2 are 11 and 50 hours, respectively. With time, peroxide concentration 

decreases, allowing the hydroxide or hydrochloric acid to attack the silicon 

or silicon dioxide surface. For these experiments, maximum holding time 

was 6 hours, a typical industry standard, except for the experiment dealing 

with time-from-pour, in which the solutions were held for up to 12 hours. 



While the RCA cleans are more effective at higher temperatures (2.8) of 

about 85°C, this also promotes the decomposition of the peroxide, allowing 

the active ingredients of the cleans to possibly etch or damage the surface 

they are intended to clean. This could be alleviated by repouring the 

solutions each time they are to be used, however this is not an economical 

solution, and is not widely practiced in industry. 

The purity of the chemicals used in the cleans themselves will also affect 

the performance of the RCA clean; hydrogen peroxide especially is known 

to contain detrimental contaminants and particulates. The use of 

"superclean" particle free chemicals is currently receiving attention as a 

means of increasing yield. For example, the use of superclean hydrogen 

peroxide combined with chelating agents such as choline has been shown to 

improve yields from 10% to 55% with no other changes (2.14). 

Other factors affecting the performance of any clean include rinsing 

procedure, drying procedure, and even the size and composition of the 

particle to be removed (2.15). In addition, the quality and purity of the 

deionizcd water used in the cleaning and rinsing procedure is of 

fundamental importance to insuring an effective clean (2.16). 

2.4 RCA CLEAN EFFECTS 

The RCA clean has become widely used in various steps of the fabrication 

process. The performance and side effects of the RCA cleaning procedure 

are especially important when the clean is used immediately preceding or 

following the growth of a thin, high-quality oxide (for example, the gate 

oxide of a one micron MOS device), since both the oxide/silicon and 

oxide/metal interfaces are of utmost importance to device performance. 

2.4.1 PRE-OXIDATION RCA CLEAN 

Recent workers have studied the effects of performing an RCA clean 

prior to the growth of a thin oxide on that oxide's growth kinetics, thickness 

and integrity. Gould and Irene studied the kinetics of oxide growth for 

wafers treated with variations of the pre-oxidation RCA clean (2.17). They 

found that oxide thickness varied for different cleans over the entire 

thickness range studied (which was from 100 to 430nm), depending upon 



which steps were used in the clean. In his doctoral thesis, John deLarios 

exhaustively studied the effects of various pre-oxidation cleans upon the 

silicon surface and oxide kinetics and thickness (2.9). The cleans included 

variations on the RCA clean such as the reverse RCA clean, the Stanford RCA 

clean, and the Fairchild RCA clean. He found that all of these wet cleans left 

their own particular signature on the wafer surface, resulting in slightly 

varying oxide kinetics. In particular he demonstrated a retardation in the 

rate of oxide growth for silicon surfaces cleaned with RCA1 prior to oxide 

growth, and that the cause of this retardation is the presence of 

approximately 5 x 10^ atoms/cm2 of aluminum. He proposed that these 

aluminum atoms altered the mechanism connected with the incorporation 

of the oxidant into the bulk of the oxide. In another paper, (2.18), deLarios 

demonstrated, using analysis based on the Deal-Grove oxidation model, that 

the principle effect of chemical cleaning is on the linear rate constant and 

the initial rapid oxidation. 

In a similar experiment, Lee, et. al., studied the effects of pre-gate 

oxidation cleaning upon the integrity of very thin oxides (2.10). He showed 

that integrity, as measured by time-dependent breakdown and minority 

carrier lifetime, was very sensitive to the cleaning technique, with the 

standard RCA clean producing the best oxides when both preceded and 

followed by a very dilute HF dip. Others (2.19, 2.20, 2.4) have compared wet 

RCA cleaning to various dry cleans such as UV/ozone. In both of his papers 

(2.5, 2.19), Ruzyllo found evidence supporting the theory that clean-induced 

surface roughness contributes to a decrease in oxide integrity, while Koa, et. 

al.(2.18), although not discounting the import of pre-oxidation treatments 

upon the quality of the oxide, stressed the dependence of oxide quality upon 

factors other than these treatments and the importance of a well-controlled 

statistical analysis in determining the effect of only one factor, such as a 

p r e c l e a n .  

2.4.2 POST-OXIDATION RCA CLEAN 

The effect of a post-oxidation RCA clean upon oxide quality and 

performance has not been as extensively studied, although the industrial 



fabrication sequence has been known to make this step a necessity. Kern 

(2.9) found that neither SCI or SC2 significantly reduced oxide thickness 

after a ten minute dip, although these findings conflicted with earlier 

results at another location (2.21). In an experiment related to this project, 

Intel workers found that a post-oxidation RCA clean strongly degraded the 

oxide performance, however, this damage was reportedly repaired by an HCI 

anneal prior to polysilicon gate deposition (2.22), although the actual 

mechanism by which this anneal repaired the damage was unclear. The 

results of this project, which were obtained at another Intel location, 

indicate a post-oxidation RCA clean is indeed detrimental to the quality of 

thin oxides, and that this damage is only partially alleviated by the HCI 

anneal. 

25 OXIDE BREAKDOWN 

Oxide breakdown is extremely important in determining the yield and 

reliability of VLSI circuits. With continued scaling, thinner thermal oxides 

and other dielectrics are subject to operating conditions of higher current 

and electric field. These thinner oxides are also more vulnerable to 

particulate contamination and surface damage during fabrication. The MOS 

capacitor is the device most commonly used to investigate this property, 

although it has many variations: simple area capacitors, area vs. perimeter 

capacitors, and area vs. field edge capacitors to name a few. 

2.5.1. BREAKDOWN MECHANISM 

Although a strong concensus has not been reached concerning the exact 

breakdown mechanism, it is generally agreed that breakdown is the result 

of charge trapping in the oxide (2.23, 2.24, 2.25). At sufficiently large fields, 

electrons will tunnel into the oxide conduction band; this is known as 

Fowler-Nordham tunneling. As they travel toward the anode, some of the 

high energy electrons will generate electron-hole pairs in the oxide. Some 

of the generated holes will be trapped in the oxide increasing the cathode 

field, which in turn causes the tunneling current density to increase. This 

positive feedback will eventually lead to oxide breakdown. 
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FIGURE 2.1: Reliability Bathtub Curve 

Figure 2.1 shows the the well known reliability bathtub curve. The oxide 

failure rate follows such a curve which can be separated into three regions: 

early life, random failure, and wearout. Oxides which remain alive until 

wearout are referred to as non-defective or intrinsic oxides, while early life 

failures are due to manufacturing defects in the oxide layer (2.26). In this 

instance, called low field breakdown, it has been established that breakdown 

occurs at specific defect sites within the oxide, and that these defect sites are 

randomly distributed within the oxide (2.27, 2.26). Mapping has established 

that the sites of submicrometer particle incorporation into the oxide are the 

exact failure sites observed for time-dependent breakdown (2,28). In a 

related paper, Chen, et. al., proposed a model wherein the oxide has some 

weak areas, either inherent or due to defects (2.29). The weak area is veiy 

small and highly suceptible to hole trapping near the cathode; it can also be 

modeled as an area of thinner oxide (2.30). They also discussed the 

importance of interface properties at both the Si-SiC>2 interface and the 



metal-Si02 interfaces, in particular the presence of interface states that 

may trap holes, thus hastening breakdown. 

2.52 PROCESS RELATED OXIDE BREAKDOWN 

Monkowqski and Zahour (2.27) studied the failure mechanism in MOS 

gates resulting from particulate contamination. In contrast to Chen, they 

started with the premise that low-field breakdown can be explained by ionic 

contamination, in particular sodium and calcium. However, they also 

believed, (this time in agreement with Chen), that breakdown did occur at 

specific sites that were randomly distributed within the oxide. They showed 

that the most likely source of small localized sites of contamination were 

particulate defects originating from processing chemicals, which reacted 

with the oxide during high-temperature processing, in some cases reacting 

so completely that no trace was left of their presence other than the 

contamination remaining in the oxide. They also found breakdown voltage 

to decrease with increasing temperature, supporting the theory that low-

field breakdown is thermal, rather than the result of charge trapping. 

Thermal breakdown is a result of an increase in temperature giving rise to 

an increase in conductivity, which in turn raises temperature since more 

power is dissipated, finally leading to a thermal runaway. This type of 

breakdown is characteristic of glasses containing sodium or calcium. 

Ruzyllo also studied the effect of preoxidation surface treatments on 

silicon oxide breakdown (2.19). He summarized the situation as follows: 

before oxidation the surface is covered with a thin native oxide which is 

non-uniform and does not attain Si02 stoichiometry. The vulnerability of 

the silicon surface to either physically or chemically adsorbed 

contaminants accounts for another destabilizing factor. There is also the 

possibility of structural imperfections interacting with the surface 

contaminants to create electrically active defects during thermal oxidation. 

A significant result of his project was the finding that while one wet 

preclean improved breakdown voltages when compared to no preclean, 

three or more precleans actually degraded them. This again highlights the 

issue of particulate contamination of chemicals and points out that unless 

the wafer has been substantially contaminated, a wet preclean may not be 
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beneficial, a point that was reconfirmed in the project which is the basis of 

this thesis as well. 

Other workers (2.31), compared nine different cleans, several of which 

were variations on the RCA clean, with respect to the formation of oxidation 

induced stacking faults (OISFs). OISFs impact device performance by 

causing electrical degradation through increased leakage currents, and 

reduced breakdown voltages. They can nucleate arount around mechanical 

or ion implant damage or impurities such as heavy metals or oxygen. They 

found that the RCA clean reduced OISFs from 99/cm2 t0 66/cra2 when 

compared to a control wafer which received no clean, although it was not as 

effective as a choline-based clean, which produced only 13/cm^. This 

indicates that the RCA clean probably removes some, but not all of the 

heavy-metal contaminants causing these faults. They also found that using 

a "megasonic" clean with RCA1 only gave OISFs of lOO/cm^. 

In another paper, Abe, et. al., studied the origin of defects in silicon 

dioxide thermally grown on silicon substrates (2.32). When the surfaces of 

the wafers were examined with infrared spectraphotometry, the more 

defective wafers showed a higher oxygen and carbon concentration. They 

postulated that since carbon, when present on the silicon surface, can be 

the nucleus of oxygen precipitation, that the oxide defects were caused by 

oxygen precipitates due to carbon presence. These precipitates are then 

incorporated into the oxide, leading to weak spots which then lead to oxide 

breakdown. They found three regimes of oxide breakdown: one at voltages 

close to zero, one at a moderate voltage, and one at a high voltage. The first 

one was attributed to large defects that stretched from one interface to the 

other, the second to defects starting at one interface, but not completely 

penetrating the oxide, and the third to intrinsic oxide breakdown. They 

found defect size to be independent of oxide thickness, therefore as oxides 

become thinner with advancing technology, the defect will take up a larger 

portion of the now-thinner oxide, thus increasing the number of fails. 

2.6 SUMMARY 

The preceding pages summarized the oxidation mechanism, the structural 

and electrical properties of the resulting oxide, the importance of surface 



cleanliness, and finally the RCA clean and its effects upon oxide kinetics 

and quality. The following points are the most essential when considering 

this project and its implications. 

1. The RCA clean consists of two hydrogen peroxide solutions: NH4O H 

followed by HC1 to remove residual organic and metallic contaminants, 

respectively. An HF dip may be inserted in the middle. 

2. A pre-oxidation RCA clean has been shown to affect oxide kinetics and 

quality, and may be either helpful or detrimental to the quality of the oxide, 

depending upon how contaminated the wafer was before the clean. 

3. A post-oxidation RCA clean may slightly etch the oxide surface 

4. Oxide breakdown events, when plotted against time, tend to produce a 

bathtub curve; that is, a significant number of early-life fails occur, 

followed by a long period of very few fails, and finally terminating in 

wearout, when all devices eventually fail. 

5. Prewearout oxide breakdown has been linked to weak or thin spots in 

an otherwise acceptable oxide. These weak spots may be the very site of 

particulate contamination. 

6. Lastly, the quality and performance of an oxide is highly dependent 

upon many processing variables other than pre- and post-oxidation 

cleaning, and it is important that a well-regulated statistical analysis be 

performed when attempting to clarify the effect of only one factor, such as 

a preclean. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The purpose of these experiments was to evaluate the effect(s) of a pre-

and post-oxidation RCA clean on breakdown voltage on the peripheral gate 

oxide of Intel's one megabit EPROM. Since it can take months to process a 

complete EPROM from start to finish, a 'short loop* gate oxide monitor (GOM, 

designated as the IX042A) was used for these experiments. These GOMS 

consisted of the silicon substrate, a thin, high-quality gate oxide, and 

phosphorus-doped polysilicon gate. 

Because two precleans, consisting of either two or three steps each, were 

to be studied, the experiments were designed as factorial experiments, 

which allow the experimenter to study multiple variables with only one 

experiment. The effect of each variable is then isolated using a statistical 

analysis program, such as SAS. 

Of the 75 die on each GOM, 25 were tested using a Hewlett-Packard 

automated prober and software developed by Intel. Voltage was measured as 

a function of current, with the voltage at a specific current level being 

defined as the breakdown voltage for that current i.e., the breakdown 

voltage at 7.3mA BV test was 27 Volts. 



3.1 IX042A TEST DEVICE 

The IX042A was designed by Intel to be a monitor of gate oxide quality and 

to serve as a tool for developing and evaluating new gate oxide processes. It 

was designed to emulate the process of Intel's one megabit EPROM. Each die 

contains numerous devices, but the ones tested were as follows: a small 

capacitor of area equal to .018 cm^, and a larger one of .073 cm^, A 

surprising amount of information about the characteristics of the oxide can 

be obtained from these two capacitors, as will be discussed in section 3.3. 

3.2 GOM FABRICATION PROCESS 

Starting material was 150mm Czochraslki-grown boron-doped silicon 

with resistivity of approximately .01 ohm-cm. A p-epitaxial layer 14 

microns thick covered the 675 micron thick substrate. The wafers were 

laser-scribed with identification numbers then cleaned in a 5:2:1; 

H2O/H2O2/NH4OH megasonic clean to remove scribe-generated particles. 

The wafers then received various permutations of a pre-oxidation 

megasonic clean (see 3.4, experimental design) consisting of ten minutes in 

5:1:1 H2O/H2O2/NH4OH (SCI) followed by a five minute quench-dump rinse 

consisting of four cycles, 10 seconds in 50:1 HF followed by a ten-second 

rinse in H2O , and finally ten minutes in 5:1:1 H2O/H2O2/HCI, (SC2) again 

followed by a quench-dump rinse as described above. The wafers were then 

spun dry. 

An approximate 235 Angstrom gate oxide was then grown at 920° C 

(ramped from 800°C), in dry oxygen with 3% trichloroacetic acid for 45 

minutes. This was followed by a 45 minute N2 anneal. The wafers then 

received another preclean prior to polysilicon deposition exactly as 

described above, except that an HF dip was never included as one of the 

steps. 2600 Angstroms of polysilicon was deposited upon the oxide at 

approximately 650 degrees using silane in a low pressure chemical vapor 

deposition reactor. Preceding poly deposition, the reactor had been purged 

with HC1 gas, a step shown to reduce clean-induced oxide damage. A 

phosphorus-doped glass was then deposited using POCI3, N2, and O2 at 

oxidation temperatures; this served as a dopant source to the polysilicon. 
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The wafers were now prebaked at 100° C and exposed to 

hexamethyldisilazane prior to being coated with 13000 Angstroms of 

photoresist. They were then postbaked and exposed using a Nikon stepper. 

They were again baked at 100°*- for one minute prior to being developed and 

rinsed. The polysilicon was etched using CI2 in an LRC plasma etcher. The 

wafers were then cleaned using an oxygen asher followed by a sulfuric acid 

clean to complete resist removal. The wafers were then tested without being 

cut into die, and while still in the fabrication area by an automated testing 

system as described in the next section. 

3.3 BREAKDOWN TESTING 

The wafers were probed using an automated Hewlett-Packard probing 

system that forced a current ramp while monitoring voltage. When the 

current reached a specific level, the voltage was recorded as the breakdown 

voltage at that current. Probing pattern was determined with software 

developed by Intel specifically for this test device, and the results were 

transferred directly to Intel's VAX system, from which they were accessed. 

Each wafer had 75 testable die of which 25 were tested. A site is defined as 

passing the test if the voltage corresponding to the programmed current 

level was greater that 14V and failing if the voltage was less than or equal to 

14V. 

Four breakdown tests were performed per die, one on a small capacitor of 

.018 cm^, and three on a larger capacitor of .073cm2. The first test consisted 

of forcing a current density of lOOjiA/cm2 through the .018cm2 capacitor 

and thus a current of 1.8^xA (hereafter referred to as the 1.8p.A BV Test). This 

type of low-current test is designed to indicate the presence of very poor 

oxides containing some sort of physical "initial short". It gives no 

information about the life of the oxide. It is performed on a small capacitor 

for use when defect density is high: in other words there is less chance of a 

smaller capacitor having a fatal defect, so information about oxide quality 

can still be obtained in situations where defect density is high, for example 

when a new process is in its early stages. This test also gives information 



about oxide thickness, 

in oxide thickness for 

with an approximate increase of about 10 Angstroms 

a one volt increase in breakdown voltage. 
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FIGURE 3.1 

An Example of Optimum results for the 1.8(iA BV Test 

Figure 3.1 is a histogram of of capacitors performing well on this test 

within the confines of this experiment. Due to the small scalc of this 

histogram, it appears that all of the sites tested are passing with a 

breakdown voltage of 22V. This is actually a binary distribution, with a 

very small fraction of the sites failing at a voltage of around 2-4V, however 

the fraction is so small as to be invisible on this scale. Figure 3.2 shows a 

histogram of capacitors not performing as well on this test. Note that there 

is still a relatively small proportion of fails for these wafers. This indicates 

that the process being studied is at least somewhat mature; there are very 

few extremely low quality oxides. 
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An Example of Poor Results for the 1.8jiA BV Test 

The next test is performed on a larger capacitor of area .073cm2. Again a 

current density of lOOjiA/cm2 is forced, yielding a total current of 7.3nA 

(hereafter referred to as the 7.3jiA BV Test). This test is similar to the 1.8p.A 

BV test in that it is capable of isolating very poor oxides, but gives little 

indication about the ability of the oxide to withstand large stresses or about 

oxide lifetime. It is also sensitive to oxide thickness. Theoretically, this test, 

since it is performed on a larger capacitor, has more sensitivity to defect 

density than the low-current test performed on the smaller capacitor. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show optimum and poor results for this test, again only 

within the confines of this experiment. As with the 1.8|J.A BV test, there is 

not a drastic difference between the best and worst groups. Again the 
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distribution is binary, with passing voltage of approximately 22V, and 

failing voltage of 2-4V. Both of these low current tests give two important 
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FIGURE 3.3 

An Example of Optimum Results for the 7.3p.A BV Test 
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An Example of Poor Results for the 7.3nA BV Test 
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significant pieces of information about the oxide: the proportion failing, 

which gives information about the quality level of the oxide, and the 

voltage at which the passing ones pass, which gives information about the 

thickness of the oxide. 

The next test is performed on the same capacitor as the 7.3uA BV Test. 

This time, a current density of 100mA is forced resulting in a current of 

7.3mA (7.3mA BV Test). This test gives information about the ability of the 

oxide to withstand large stresses, and about of the ability of the oxide to store 

larger amounts of charge since the current is ramped to the value of 7.3mA 

over a time interval of a few seconds for a high quality oxide (a poor oxide 

would fail immediately). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 (following page) show typical 

optimum and poor results for this test in that order. 
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An Example of Optimum Results for the 7.3mA BV Test 
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An Example of Poor Results for the 7.3mA BV Test 

The results of the 7.3mA test differ from those of the two smaller current 

tests in that they give three significant pieces of information about the 

oxide: the proportion of fails, the voltage at which the passing sites pass, 

and the standard deviation of the passing sites (under high stress). The 

proportion of fails can distinguish a mediocre oxide from a good oxide 

(whereas the proportion of fails in the lower current tests can only 

distinguish very poor oxides), The voltage of passing sites is again an 

indication of oxide thickness, and the standard deviation of the passing sites 

is another indicator of quality and of lifetime, since a large standard 

deviation in the distribution of passing sites in this test is a precursor to a 

large proportion of fails in the next test. 

The next test is an exact replica of the 7.3mA test carried out on the exact 

same site. The 7.3mA repeat test (7.3mAR BV test) gives an indication of 

oxide lifetime, since the test again takes several seconds to perform, and 

large amounts of charge are stored (this is the third sequential lest 

performed on this capacitor). Optimum and poor results of this test are 

shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8(following page). As mentioned above, the 
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results of the 7.3mA test predict the results of the 7.3 mAR test; for example, 

the large standard deviation of the passing sites in figure 3.6 would predict 

the large number of fails in figure 3.8. Conversely, the tight distribution of 

the passing sites in Fig. 3.5 would be a precursor to the better results of Fig. 

3.7. The link between the spread of the passing sites for the 7.3mA BV test 

and the proportion of fails at the 7.3mAR BV test is discussed further in 

section 7.4. 

Since only a limited amount of time was available to investigate the 

effects of cleaning with five solutions, factorial experiments were used. 

Three different experiments were designed and performed as follows. (3.1 

sec also Appendix 1, The Design of Factorial Experiments). 

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
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An Example of Optimum Results for the 7.3mAR BV test 
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An Example of Poor Results for the 7.3mAR BV Test 

Experiment 1 was a two to the fifth minus one factorial designed 

according to the reference given in Appendix 1. The purpose of this 

experiment was to isolate the effect of each step of the two precleans. The 

first preclean was performed prior to oxide growth, and is referred to as the 

per gate (peripheral gate oxide) preclean, and the second preclean was 

performed prior to polysilicon deposition and is referred to as the poly 

preclean. Experiment 1 was performed according to the grid of table 3.1, 

with a '+' indicating that the wafer received the treatment and a *-* 

indicating that the wafer did not receive this step. This experiment 

consisted of nine lots of sixteen wafers, three of which were started per 

week. Corresponding wafers in different lots received the exact treatment 

so that upon completion of the experiment, all lots were thrown together 

and analyzed on a wafer average basis. 
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TABLE 3.1: DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 1 

WAFER GATE PRECLEAN POLYPRECLEAN 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

SCI 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

HF 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SC2 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

SCI 

+ 

SC2 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Note that in this experiment that each wafer within a sixteen-wafer lot 

received a unique combination of cleans. Thus, when the experiment was 

completed and nine lots had undergone the exact same experiment, there 

were sixteen groups of nine wafers each, with each of the sixteen groups of 

nine having undergone different treatments and sixteen different 

treatments per lot. 
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TABLE 3.2: DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 2 

WAFER GATEPRECLEAN POLY PRECLEAN 

1 + + 

2 + + 

3 + + 

4 + + 

5 + 

6 + 

7 + 

8 + 

9 - + 

10 - + 

1 1  -  +  

12 - + 

13 

14 

15 

16  

Experiment 2 (shown in Table 3.2, above), was a two to the second 

factorial. The purpose of this experiment was to help clarify the 

interactions of SCI and SC2. A '+' indicates that the order of the cleans was 

switched at this preclean, while a means that the cleans were performed 

in standard order. The HF dip was not performed between RCA1 and RCA2 in 

the per gate preclean in this experiment. 

Note that in this experiment, in contrast to Experiment 1, four wafers 

within each lot received the same treatment. Thus there were only four 

different treatment groups. This experiment consisted of six lots, started in 

each of two consecutive weeks. The end result was four treatment groups, 

each consisting of 24 wafers each. 

Experiment 3 (shown in Table 3.3, next page)was a three to the second 

factorial investigating the age of the RCA cleaning solutions at the per gate 
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and poly precleans. The purpose of this experiment was to determine if the 

age of the solutions (up to 12 hours) had any effect on the wafers. 

TABLE 3.3: DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 3 

WAFER TIME FROM POUR. HOURS 

GATE PRECLEAN POLY PRECLEAN 

1 0 0 

2 0 6 

3 0 12 

4 0 0 

5 0 6 

6 0 12 

7 6 0 

8 6 6 

9 6 12 

10  6  0  

1 1  6  6  

12 6 12 

13 12 0 

14 12 6 

15 12 12 

16 12 0 

17 12 6 

18 12 12 

3.5 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The end result of these three experiments was 27 lots, each lot consisting 

of 16 to 18 wafers, with each wafer being tested on 25 sites, and four tests 

performed on each test site. Due to the large number of data points, 

computerized statistical analysis was necessary to evaluate the results of this 

testing. Experimental analysis was carried out using SAS, in particular proc 
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GLM (general linear model). When applied to factorial experiments such as 

these, SAS is able to ascertain whether or not a particular step in the 

experiment has produced a statistically significant change in the figure of 

merit (See Appendix B for a printout of the programs used in analysis of 

these experiments). 

Two figures of merit were used to analyze these experiments. The first 

was the mean breakdown voltage at each level of current. This was done on 

a wafer average based on the combined results of the 25 die tested on each 

wafer, recalling that each wafer received a specified treatment. The second 

was a more complex statistic, henceforth known as P. P was defined as 

arcsin {[number of sites passing on a particular wafer/25}], where a 

passing voltage was defined as being greater than 15 volts, and 25 was the 

number of sites tested per wafer. Used together, these two figures of merit 

can be used to evaluate whether a process-induced change is actually 

changing the percentage of fails, or causing a shift of breakdown voltage 

levels. The arcsin function is required to normalize a distribution of 

fractions. 



CHAPTER 4 

BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE RESULTS 

This chapter consists of a discussion of the results of breakdown voltage 

testing for the three experiments. The results are listed by experiment for 

mean breakdown voltage and the P statistic. The results of each experiment 

arc followed by a summary and an initial conclusion. 

4.1 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 1 

These tables give the results of SAS analysis of Experiment 1 for mean 

breakdown voltage and the P statistic for all current levels. The source 

column lists the possible source of variance, the significance level is the 

probability that the variation observed was due to random variance only, 

and the third column gives the amount of change in volts when the change 

has been found to be significant. The amount of change is defined as the 

average mean breakdown voltage when the step was performed minus the 

average mean breakdown voltage when the step was not performed. In 

other words, the change column gives the effect of performing the step. At 

this stage, a significance level less than .05 has been defined as significant, 

although .01 is a more appropriate figure to use when considering actual 

process changes. When the source of variance is an interaction (for 

example GATE SCI* GATE SC2) the interaction cannot usually be explained as 



a simple increase or decrease in the figure of merit. In this case, 

interaction is explained following the table in which it appears. 

4.1.1 MEAN BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE RESULTS 

TABLE 4.1: RESULTS OF THE 

1.8nABVTEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 
SOURCE LEVEL. CHANGE. VOLTS 

GATE SCI 0.2223 -

GATEHF 0.0001 -0.87 

GATESC2 0.0246 -0.25 

POLY SCI 0.9711 -

POLYSC2 0.0001 -0.41 

GATE SCI*GATEHF 0.5404 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.2361 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.3425 -

GATE SCl*POLY SC2 0.9042 -

GATE HF*GATE SC2 0.6109 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.1628 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.5576 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.4620 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.3058 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.1304 



TABLE 4.2: RESULTSOFTHE 

7.3 *iA BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 
SOURCE LEVEL CHANGE, VOLTS 

GATESCI 0.0616 -

GATE HF 0.0001 -0.97 

GATESC2 0.3793 -

POLY SCI 0.3717 -

POLY SC2 0.0055 -0.47 

GATE SCI+GATEHF 0.4519 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.5514 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.6956 -

GATE SCl*POLY SC2 0.0861 -

GATE HF*GATE SC2 0.2155 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.6881 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.7659 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.7222 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.5135 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.1934 _ 



TABLE 4.3: RESULTS OF THE 

7.3mA BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL CHANGE. VOLTS 

GATESCI 0.1152 -

GATE HF 0.0001 -0.96 

GATE SC2 0.6117 -

POLY SCI 0.1254 -

POLY SC2 0.0009 -0.81 

GATE SC1*GATE HF 0.8041 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.8527 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.6784 -

GATESCl*POLYSC2 0.0623 -

GATE HF+GATE SC2 0.2699 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.8755 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.8745 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.7187 -

GATE SC2+POLY SC2 0.4108 -

POLY SCI+POLYSC2 0.8790 _ 



TABLE 4.4: RESULTS OF THE 

7.3mAR BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL CHANGE. VOLTS 

GATESCI 0.0228 -1.35 

GATEHF 0.0661 -

GATESC2 0.8207 -

POLY SCI 0.7025 -

POLYSC2 0.0004 -1.95 

GATE SC1*GATE HF 0.9338 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.8361 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.9765 -

GATE SCl*POLY SC2 0.3171 -

GATE HF+GATE SC2 0.6495 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.7923 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.5698 -

GATE SC2+POLY SCI 0.6411 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.7591 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.0001 SEE BELOW 

In this case the significant interaction between POLY SCI and POLY SC2 

was as follows: average breakdown voltage was 2.85 volts higher when 

POLY SC2 was preceded by POLY SCI than when POLY SC2 was not preceded 

by POLY SCI; i. e. POLY SCI partially alleviated the effect of POLY SC2. Note 

the very high degree of statistical significance of this interaction 

4.1.2 P STATISTIC RESULTS 

The following tables present the results of experiment 1 for the P statistic 

(arcsin [number passing/25]). The meaning of the source and significance 

level columns remains the same, but the change in volts column has been 

replaced by a column that specifies if P increased or decreased. This is 

because the P statistic has no direct physical meaning due to the arcsin 

normalization. 



TABLE 4.5: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

1.8jiA BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATE SCI 0.8397 -

GATEHF 0.6742 -

GATESC2 0.7049 -

POLY SCI 0.4611 -

POLYSC2 0.0033 DECREASE 

GATE SCI *GATEHF 0.5632 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.1674 -

GATE SCI*POLY SCI 0.5240 -

GATE SCI*POLY SC2 0.3605 -

GATE HF*GATE SC2 0.9224 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.1058 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.3578 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.7845 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.5034 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.1257 _ 



TABLE 4.6: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

7.3|iA BVTEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATESCI 0.7828 -

GATEHF 0.9101 -

GATESC2 0.5641 -

POLY SCI 0.3347 -

POLYSC2 0.0049 DECREASE 

GATE SC1*GATE HF 0.1716 -

GATE SCI*GATESC2 0.2730 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.6841 -

GATE SCl*POLY SC2 0.0936 -

GATE HF+GATE SC2 0.3441 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.6114 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.7564 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.5184 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.9796 -

POLY SCI *POLY SC2 0.1415 



TABLE 4.7: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

7.3mA BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATE SCI 0.7819 -

GATEHF 0.8951 -

GATESC2 0.3105 -

POLY SCI 0.3841 -

POLYSC2 0.0002 DECREASE 

GATE SCI *GATE HF 0.1926 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.5414 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.2547 -

GATE SCI *POLYSC2 0.0676 -

GATE HF*GATE SC2 0.2897 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.5683 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.6548 -

GATE SC2*POLY SCI 0.8766 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.6197 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.1465 _ 
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TABLE 4.8: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 7.3mA 

REPEAT BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATE SCI 0.0311 DECREASE 

GATEHF 0.8861 -

GATESC2 0.7954 -

POLY SCI 0.8214 -

POLYSC2 0.0001 DECREASE 

GATE SCI *GATE HF 0.6798 -

GATE SC1*GATE SC2 0.4615 -

GATE SCl*POLY SCI 0.6691 -

GATE SC1*P0LY SC2 0.3965 -

GATE HF+GATE SC2 0.4667 -

GATE HF*POLY SCI 0.5204 -

GATE HF*POLY SC2 0.7564 -

GATE SC2+POLY SCI 0.7184 -

GATE SC2*POLY SC2 0.5079 -

POLY SCl*POLY SC2 0.0001 SEE BELOW 

Again, the interaction between POLY SCI and POLY SC2 is a very 

statistically significant increase in the proportion passing , again 

indicating that POLY SCI somewhat prevents the harmful effects of POLY 

SC2. 

4.1.3 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 1 

The main results of Experiment 1 are as follows: 

1. GATE SCI had a detrimental effect upon mean breakdown voltage for 

the 7.3 mAR test only. Similarly, it had a detrimental effect upon the P 

statistic for this test only. However, this effect only met the less rigorous 

criterion for statistical significance (.05) and was the weakest among the 

statistically significant effects. 
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2. GATE HF had a significant detrimental effect upon mean breakdown 

voltage for the 2 low-current tests and and the initial 7.3mA test. This effect 

was extremely significant, far surpassing the more rigorous criterion of 

significance of .01. However, it had no significant effect upon the P statistic 

at any current level. This indicates that the inclusion of this step caused a 

small shift in the breakdown voltage at most sites, rather than an increase 

in the number of fails. 

3. POLY SC2 had a significant detrimental effect according to the 

rigorous criterion at all current levels. Notably, its effect according to the P 

statistic was even stronger, leading to the assumption that the inclusion of 

this step increased the number of fails, rather than simply shifting the 

breakdown voltage of most sites (as GATE HF was portrayed as doing above). 

This supposition is borne out in the histograms of section 5.1 

4. There was a very strong interaction between POLY SCI and POLY SC2, 

with POLY SCI seeming to prevent the detrimental effect of POLY SC2 when 

performed prior to POLY SC2. This effect met the rigorous criterion for both 

mean breakdown voltage and the P statistic, indicating that the increase in 

average breakdown voltage was because fewer test sites failed. 

5. A last result of this experiment was the weak significance of SC2 at the 

gate preclean for the 1.8|iA BV test for the mean breakdown voltage 

criterion only. This indicates that the number of fails did not change, 

rather there was a shift in the passing voltages (breakdown voltage was 

reduced by .25V when this step was included). Recalling from Chapter Two 

that deLarios (2.12) found a retardation in oxide growth rate when SC2 was 

performed prior to oxidation, it is possible that this test, which is the most 

sensitive to oxide thickness, detected a decrease in oxide thickness of about 

2.5 Angstroms (a shift in IV corresponds to an oxide thickness change of 10 

Angstroms) caused by a retardation in oxide growth rate similar to that 

described by deLarios. 

4.2 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2 

The following tables consist of the results of experiment 2 as measured 

by mean breakdown voltage and the P statistic. The source column lists the 

clean at which the order of the cleans was switched, and the significance 
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level and change columns are as above. Again, interactions are described 

following the table in which they appear. 

4.2.1 MEAN BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE RESULTS 

The interaction between GATE SWITCH and POLY SWITCH is as follows: 

breakdown voltage was not significantly different when there was a switch 

at either the GATE or POLY preclean. However, if the order at both cleans 

was switched, or the order at neither preclean was switched the breakdown 

voltage was lower, but only with regards to the less rigorous standard. 

TABLE 4.9: RESULTS OF THE 

1.8 JiA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

GATE SWITCH 

POLY SWITCH 

GATE+POLY SWITCH 

SIGNIFICANCE 

LEVEL 

0.3970 

0.0001 

0.0311 

CHANGE. VOLTS 

0.25 

SEE BELOW 

TABLE 4.10: RESULTS OF THE 

7.3|iA BV TEST 

GATE*POLY SWITCH 

GATE SWITCH 

POLY SWITCH 

SOURCE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

LEVEL 
0.0368 

0.0850 

0.0432 

CHANGE. VOLTS 

0.51 

SEEBELOW 

The interaction here is exactly as explained for the 1.8|iA test above. 



TABLE 4.11: RESULTS OF THE 

7.3mA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

GATE SWITCH 

POLY SWITCH 

GATE*POLY SWITCH 

SIGNIFICANCE 

LEVEL 

0.3198 

0.9516 

0.0971 

CHANGE. VOLTS 

TABLE 4.12: RESULTS OF THE 

7.3mA REPEAT TEST 

SOURCE 

GATE SWITCH 

POLY SWITCH 

GATE*POLY SWITCH 

SIGNIFICANCE 

LEVEL 

0.5291 

0.0019 

0.9364 

CHANGE. VOLTS 

-2.5 

4.2.2 P STATISTIC RESULTS 

TABLE 4.13: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

1.8nA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

GATE SWITCH 

POLY SWITCH 

GATE+POLY SWITCH 

SIGNIFICANCE 

LEVEL 

0.9999 

0.9999 

0.0441 

INCREASE/DECREASE 

SEE BELOW 

The interaction between GATE SWITCH and POLY SWITCH is as described 

above for the 1.8 microamp mean breakdown voltage test results. 



TABLE 4.14: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

7.3nABVTEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATE SWITCH 0.7008 

POLY SWITCH 0.3993 

GATE*POLY SWITCH 0.0071 SEE BELOW 

The change in P for the interaction is as described above. 

TABLE 4.15: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

7.3mA BV TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 

GATE SWITCH 0.7753 

POLY SWITCH 0.1414 

GATE*POLY SWITCH 0.0016 SEE BELOW 

The change in P for the interaction is again as described above. 

TABLE 4.16: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 

7.3mA REPEAT TEST 

SIGNIFICANCE 

SOURCE LEVEL INCREASE/DECREASE 
GATE SWITCH 0.2844 

POLY SWITCH 0.0042 DECREASE 

GATE+POLY SWITCH 0.8842 



4.2.4 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 2 

1. The most easily explained result of this experiment was the significance 

of a switch at the POLY preclean for the 7.3mAR BV test (passing under the 

rigorous criterion) in decreasing breakdown voltage. Recalling that the 

interaction between SCI and SC2 at the POLY preclean resulted in the 

hypothesis that SCI prior to SC2 at this preclean served to prevent the 

damage induced by SC2, this experiment confirms this theory by showing a 

decrease in mean breakdown voltage and the P statistic when the order of 

the cleans is switched; since performance is reduced when SCI is performed 

after SC2 and performance is improved when SCI is performed prior to SC2, 

the effect of SCI must be to prevent the damage caused by SC2. 

2. The more unexpected result of this experiment was the interaction 

between switching the order of the cleans at the first and second cleaning 

procedure. As has been previously stated, this interaction can be described 

as follows: the results were worse in the two cases of having the order of 

one of the cleans switched than they were if either both or neither of the 

orders were switched. This was true for mean breakdown voltages and even 

more significantly true for the P statistic. 

3. The third result of this experiment was the small but statistically 

significant positive shifts in mean breakdown voltages for the low-current 

tests. However, these results did not show up in the P statistic, indicating 

that the changes were a shift in overall voltage rather than an increase in 

fails. Notably, the shift for the 1.8nA test was causes by a switch at the first 

preclean, while the shift for the 7.3^iA test was caused by a switch at the 

second preclean. 

4.3 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3 

The following tables list the results for mean breakdown voltage and P 

for Experiment 3; the time-from-pour experiment. This experiment differed 

from the other two in that it was a trinomial rather than a binomial 

experiment; at each clean there were three possible choices for solution 

age: 0, 6, or 12 hours. There fore the results require further explanation if 

the time-from- pour for one of the cleans is found to be significant. The 
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SAS results are given in the following tables, followed by an explanation of 

the effects of sources of variation found to be significant. 

4.3.1 BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE RESULTS 

TABLE 4.17: RESULTS OF THE 1.8M BV TEST 

SOURCE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

TIME1 0.0001 

TIME2 0.1483 

TIME1+TIME2 0.1589 

The average for all wafers for this test was 21.93V. Wafers with TIME1 of 

0, 6 and 12 hours averaged 21.67V, 22.01V, and 22.12V, respectively. 

TABLE 4.18: RESULTS OF THE 7.3pA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

TIME1 

TIME2 

TIME1*TIME2 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

0.9492 

0.0319 

0.6069 

The average for all wafers for this test was 21.21V. Wafers with TIME2 of 

0, 6, and 12 hours averaged 21.37V, 21.44V, and 20.80V, respectively. 

TABLE 4.19: RESULTS OF THE 7.3mA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

TIME1 

TIME2 

TIME1*TIME2 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

0.6721 

0.0204 

0.7305 

The average for all wafers was 27.78V for this test. Wafers with TIME2 of 

0, 6, and 12 hours averaged 28.48V, 27.93V, and 26.89V, respectively. 
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TABLE 4.20: RESULTS OF THE 7.3mA REPEAT TEST 

SOURCE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

TIME1 0.7787 

TIME2 0.4308 

TIME1*TIME2 0.7501 

Note that there were no significant sources of variation for this test. 

4.3.2 P STATISTIC RESULTS 

TABLE 4.21: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 1.8*iA BV TEST 

SOURCE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

TIME1 0.4864 

TIME2 0.0168 

TIME1*TIME2 0.1011 

The average P for this test was 1.556. P for wafers with TIME2 of 0, 6, and 

12 hours was 1.564, 1.570, and 1.533, respectively. 

TABLE 4.22: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 7.3|iA BV TEST 

SOURCE SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

TIME1 0.9418 

TIME2 0.5253 

TIME1+TIME2 0.7332 

Note that there were no significant results for this test. 
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TABLE 4.23: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 7.3mA BV TEST 

SOURCE 

TIME1 

TIME2 

TIME1+TIME2 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

0.8308 

0.0768 

0.8170 

Again, note that there were no significant results for this test. 

TABLE 4.24: P STATISTIC RESULTS FOR THE 7.3mA REPEAT BV TEST 

There were no significant sources of variation for this test as well. 

4.3.3 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 3 

1. Significant sources of variation in mean breakdown voltages were 

found for the 1.8nA and 7.3mA test only, and mean breakdown voltage 

actually improved with increasing TIMEI for the 1.8p.A test. Increasing 

TIME2 was found to have a detrimental effect at 7.3mA, however this only 

passed the less rigorous significance criterion of .05. 

2. A significant source of variation in P was found for the 1.8}iAtest only. 

In this case, increasing TIME2 had a detrimental effect upon P, however, 

this also only met the less rigorous significance criterion. 

SOURCE 

TIMEI 

TIME2 

TIMEI+TIME2 

SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 

0.8003 

0.5986 

0.8644 
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4.4 CONCLUSION 

The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed that SCI and an HF dip at the 

gate preclean and SC2 at the poly preclean were statistically significant 

sources of variance to gate oxide quality as measured by mean breakdown 

voltage and the P statistic. In addition they showed that SCI prevents some 

of the damage caused by SC2 at the poly preclean. The results of Experiment 

3 showed that increasing holding time to 12 hours from 6 hours has only a 

minor effect upon gate oxide quality as measured by mean breakdown 

voltage and proportion passing. The following chapter presents a more 

detailed analysis of these significant sources of variation, using SAS-

generated histograms. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF SIGNIFICANT STEPS 

The results presented in Chapter Four showed various significant effects 

on mean breakdown voltage and the P statistic at various current levels. 

Although the use of these two figures of merit gives an idea of how a 

significant source of variation changes the shape of the distribution of 

breakdown voltages, histograms give a much clearer picture. Histograms 

have been generated for all significant sources of variation; for example, if 

in Experiment 1 HF was significant for the 1.8p.A test, two histograms would 

be shown: one giving the results of all die receiving the HF dip and another 

showing the results of all die which did not receive this step. This chapter 

consists of two histograms for each step found to be significant in chapter 

four with each set of histograms accompanied by a discussion of the 

difference between the two. Histograms from experiment three are not 

included because few significant sources of variation were found in this 

experiment. 

5.1 SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 1 

Four significant sources of variation were found in experiment 1: the HF 

dip at various current levels, POLY SC2 at various current levels, GATE SCI at 

the 7.3mAR test and an interaction between POLY SCI and POLY SC2 at the 

7.3mAR test. The following pages present histograms of these results in the 

above order. 
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Figures 5.1 and 5.2 above show the effect of including an HF dip in the gate 

preclean for the 1.8p.A test. Recall that this step was found to be significant 

for mean breakdown voltage only. The histograms emphasize this result: 

note that the number of fails does not drastically vary, but that the shape of 

the upper distribution has changed considerably. For example, in Fig. 5.2 

the upper distribution is centered about 22V, while in Fig. 5.1, the upper 

distribution is centered about 21V. Also note that in Fig. 5.1, the upper 

distribution has a larger standard deviation, and the presence of the "tail" 

ranging from approximately 14 to 19 volts. 

. Taken alone, the shift in the mean passing voltage might mean only a 

slightly thinner oxide. SAS results show an average change of 

approximately .9 volts when the HF dip was included. This translates into a 

reduction in oxide thickness of about 9 Angstroms. Since the HF dip is 

included to remove the native oxide grown in SCI, this result is not 

surprising, and is not necessarily a detrimental step if the resulting gate 

oxide is of higher quality. However, this would mean that an oxide 

receiving the HF dip would perform significantly better under the P 

criterion, which did not prove to be the case in this experiment. 

Furthermore, the increase in standard deviation also indicates a decrease in 

oxide integrity (large spread in the initial test is linked to failure in a repeat 

test; see section 7.1). Altogether, the effect of including an HF dip is 

detrimental at this current level; although it it did not significantly 

increase the proportion of fails upon initial testing, repeat testing would 

probably show this effect. This effect is possibly due to particulate 

contamination of the HF. These are probably not large particles which 

cause immediate shorts but rather weaken or thin the oxide, causing an 

eventual failure event. 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of including the HF dip for the 7.3|iA 

current test. Note again the same general syndrome: larger standard 

deviation in the upper distribution, and a tail between 14 and 19 volts. 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 ( p. 64) show the effect of the HF dip at the 7.3 mA test. 

Again, significant differences were found only in the mean breakdown 

voltage, and not in the P statistic. This indicates that the average passing 

voltage has again been shifted. A tail is noticeable in this case as well. 



Interestingly, this step was not found to be significant at the 7.3mAR test. 

This is probably because POLY SC2 introduced so much variation in this test 

that a more subtle source of variation was not detectable (although it was 

close to being found significant, with a significance level of .06). 
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Figures 5.7 and 5.8 (next page) show the result of the inclusion of SCI at 

the gate preclean. The results were moderately significant for both mean 

breakdown voltage and the P statistic, but for the 7.3mAR test only. Note 

that the histograms 
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shape of the upper distribution remains relatively unchanged. Since this 

step was not a source of variation at the other tests, once again it is 

attributed to particulate contamination resulting in a slightly weakened 

oxide which does not fail immediately, but which has a reduced lifetime. In 

this case, it is 
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interesting to examine histograms of the results of the 7.3mA initial test 

which, although not showing a statistically significant variation, do 

foreshadow future fails with the presence of a tail on the upper distribution 

when GATE SCI was included (Figs. 5.9 and 5.10). 
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The following histograms show the effect of including POLY SC2. Recall 

that this step was significant at all current levels for both for both mean 

breakdown voltage as well as the P statistic. 

Note that for the smaller current tests, (Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, this page, and 

5.13 and 5.14, next page) the mean passing voltage was not shifted (in 

contrast to the histograms of GATE HF results). All of the passing 

distributions are centered around 22 volts. Therefore the differences found 
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must be due to the tails present when POLY SC2 was included and the slight 

increase in fails (slight changes are detectable at these low current tests 

because the overall distribution tends to be very tight). These two tests lead 

to the conclusion that POLY SC2 causes an increase in the number of 

immediate fails, as well as degrading the oxide so that it would eventually 

fail under repeat testing. 
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the results of including POLY SC2 for the 7.3mA 

initial test. Again, results were significant for both the P statistic and mean 

breakdown voltage. Note that Figure 5.15 shows both an increase in the 

proportion of fails and the presence of a tail on the upper distribution. 
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Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the results of POLY SC2 for the 7.3mAR test. 

Note that the upper distribution for Fig. 5.17 has exactly the same shape of 

that of Fig. 5.15 (7.3mA initial test) except for the tail which is not present 

in fig. 5.17. Apparently, the test sites comprising the tail in Fig. 5.15 are 

now fails in Fig. 5.17. 
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5.2 SIGNIFICANT RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 2 

The significant results of Experiment 2 were as follows: an increase in 

breakdown voltage for the lower current tests when the order of one or the 

other cleans was switched, the decrease in both breakdown voltage and the 

P statistic when the order of the poly preclean was switched (but only for 

the 7.3mAR current test) and the complicated interaction between switches 

at the 2 precleans. 
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Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the results of a switch at the poly preclean at 

the 1.8nA current test. There is obviously a slight increase in the passing 

voltage when the switch is made and no effect on the number of fails. This 

indicates a change in oxide thickness or threshold voltage. Given that SCI 

may contain metallic impurities, reversing the order of the clean may 

cause the incorporation of metals into the polysilicon gate, thus changing 

the threshold voltage. 
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Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the result of a switch at the gate preclean for the 

7.3jaA test. Again there appears to be a slight increase in the average 

passing voltage when the switch is made, however, this time the switch was 

made at the gate preclean rather than the poly preclean. In this case, the 

argument used above may still 

preclean may result in leaving 

hold: switching the order of the initial 
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1 

metals on the silicon surface, which, when the oxide has been grown , again 

appear at the oxide-poly interface. Although the switch at the poly 

preclean was not found to be significant at this current level, examination 

of the histograms for a switch at the poly prcclean (Figures 5.23 and 5.24) 

exhibit the same general behavior. The conclusion is that a switch at either 

of the precleans may lead to a decrease in threshold voltage which shows 
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up as an increase in breakdown voltage of one quarter to one half of a volt. 

The final and most notable result of Experiment 2 was the strongly 

significant detrimental effect of a switch at the poly preclean upon the 

7.3mAR test for both the P statistic and breakdown voltage. The preceding 

two histograms (Figures 5.25 and 5.26) show the effect of switching the 

order at the poly preclean; it is obvious that the proportion of fails 

increases when the order is switched. 

This result is important because it confirms the interaction between SCI 

and SC2 at the poly preclean found in Experiment 1. Experiment 1 showed 

that SC2 was not as detrimental when SCI was performed, but could not 

determine if SCI had to be performed before SC2 or just simply performed. 

The results of experiment 2 showed that SCI has to be performed before SC2 

in order for it to have a positive effect upon oxide performance. These 

results, taken with others, lead to an hypothesis about the mechanism of the 

damage causcd by SC2, which is explored in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

C-V MEASUREMENTS 

As a final investigation into the properties of these wafers, a somewhat less 

rigorous investigation of their capicitance-voltage characteristics was 

made. The purpose of this investigation was to examine the wafers' C-V 

plots for signs of variance at the oxide-metal and oxide-silicon interfaces 

which might have been attributable to the various cleaning procedures 

(such as increased interface trap density). It was performed in the 

following manner. One lot was chosen to represent Experiment 1 and one to 

represent Experiment 2. Four measurements were made per treatment 

group (for Experiment 1 recall that there were sixteen treatment groups 

and thus four measurements per wafer, and Experiment 2 had four 

treatment groups and therefore 1 measurement per wafer). These four 

measurements were made at random sites. The C-V curves were then 

compared to all others within their experiment and grouped together if 

they exhibited certain trends (i.e. variable Vt, variable Cox; see below). The 

experimental grid was then examined to see if the members of the groups 

shared any common processing steps. If the members of the group shared 

no common steps, measurements were made on wafers receiving the same 

treatment in another lot to check if the effect might be attributable to 

random variance. 



6.1 RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 1 

A set of C-V measurements which show no negative trends is shown in 

Figure 6.1. When comparing the sets of C-V curves, three negative trends 

were apparent: 

1. A large variance in threshold voltage (Vt) was present . 

2. A large variance in oxide capacitance was also present (oxide 

capacitance was defined as the value of capacitance at the most negative 

voltage , in this case, -3V). 

3. Some C-V curves exhibited a negative slope in the depletion part of the 

curve. 
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FIGURE 6.1 

Optimum C-V Measurements 
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FIGURE 6.2 

C-V Measurements Showing Large Variation in Threshold Voltage 

An example of the first trend (large threshold voltage variance) is 

shown in Figure 6.2 . Wafers in this group were numbers 2, 6, and 7. 

However, examination of the design of Experiment 1 showed no common 

treatment for these wafers. Similar measurements were made on wafers 

from this group in another lot. These wafers did not show this trend, so it is 

possible that this was merely random variance. 

An example of the second trend, (large variation in oxide capacitance) is 

shown in Figure 6.3. Wafers placed in this category were 4, 5, 6, 10, and 11. 

All of these wafers except 5 received SC2 at the poly preclean, which was 

found to have an effect upon breakdown voltages. Variance in Cox across 

the wafer could be attributable to a large variance in oxide thickness across 
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the wafer, so the conclusion drawn here is that the use of SC2 in the poly 

preclean may cause irregularities in the oxide surface. 
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FIGURE 6.3 

C-V Measurements Showing Large Variation in Oxide Capacitance and a 

Negative Slope in the Positive Voltage Region 

The third noticeable trend is also shown in figure 6.3. Notice the 

downward slope in the depiction part of the characteristic. (This was 

retested on the same site and found to be repeatable.) Wafers exhibiting this 

trend were numbers 1, 4, and 11. Again the common treatment here was SC2 

at the poly preclean. 

6.2 RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT 2 

C-V measurements were also taken for Experiment 2. However, these 

measurements tended to be of generally lower quality. Figure 6.5 shows an 



example of a group of C-V measurements within the same treatment group 

for Experiment 2. All treatment groups showed the following three trends: 

1. Oxide capacitance was much lower than for Experiment 1. 

2. As well as being lower, oxide capacitance showed high variability. 

3. The accumulation region appeared unusually flat 

These wafers had C0x which was, on the average, about one half that of 

the wafers in Experiment 1. This difference was not attributable to a 

difference in capacitor area or thickness, since this would have shown up 

in the breakdown voltage measurements. In addition, this difference was 

rcpeatable and not attributable to calibration error in the equipment used. 

The data did not show any strong trends between treatment groups. 
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FIGURE 6.4 

Typical C-V Results from Experiment 2 
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In an attempt to uncover a possible reason for the difference in C-V 

measurements between Experiments 1 and 2, measurements were made of 

the equivalent series resistance on two wafers: one from Experiment 1 and 

one from Experiment 2. These measurements showed that the average series 

resistance for a capacitor from Experiment 1 was approximately 250 Ohms, 

while that of a capacitor from Experiment 2 was approximately 500 Ohms. 

This discrepancy may account for the lower C0x evidenced by wafers from 

Experiment 2. 

6.3 CONCLUSION 

The most import conclusions drawn from the Capacitance-Voltage 

measurements are that SC2 at the poly preclean may contribute to a large 

variance in oxide capacitance, which, since oxide capacitance is directly 

proportional to oxide thickness, in turn points to increased irregularity in 

the oxide thickness. Secondly, SC2 at the poly preclean may contribute to an 

increased negative slope in the depletion region of the C-V curve. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This section is devoted to discussion of the effects found from the 

breakdown and capacitance-voltage testing of these wafers, along with 

possible mechanisms for these results and suggestions for further study. It 

is important to remember that the focus of this experiment is the 

detrimental effects of the cleans; the best results occur when no clean is 

performed. In other words, the wafers did not receive the processing steps 

which would normally make the cleans necessary, so the only effects of the 

cleans were detrimental. 

This section has five main topics: first is a discussion of the connection 

between a large standard deviation of the passing portion of the 

distribution of the 7.3mA breakdown voltage test and a large proportion of 

fails in the 7.3mA repeat test, followed by discussions of the cleaning steps 

found to be significant sources of variation: an HF dip at the gate preclean, 

SCI at the gate preclean, and SC2 at the poly preclean. Finally, the results 

of Experiment 3 are discussed. 
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7.1 CORRELATION BETWEEN 7.3mAMP INITIAL AND REPEAT TESTS 

As stated in Chapter Three, visual examination seems to show a link 

between a large spread in the passing portion of the binomial distribution 

resulting from the initial 7.3mA BV test and a large portion of fails in the 

7.3mAR BV test. In order to test this hypothesis, SAS was used to calculate 

the standard deviation of the passing portion only (this was on a wafer 

average basis) and then plot it against the proportion actually passing. The 

result was Figure 7.1. The wafers used were all of those from Experiment 1. 

Note that there is an obvious correlation. The conclusion is that the wafers 

exhibiting a low proportion of test sites passing on the repeat test have a 

larger standard deviation on the initial test. This conclusion is supported by 

graphs from Chapter Five, where histograms of results from the two tests 
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have almost the same shape, except that histograms of the initial test show a 

tail in the upper portion of the distribution which is not present in the 

histograms of results from the repeat test. 

7.2 EFFECTS OF AN HF DIP AT THE GATE PRECLEAN 

The HF dip was included in the experiment for the following reason; it 

reportedly gives a better clean by removing the native oxide which has 

formed during cleaning with SCI, thus enabling SC2 to better complex with 

metallic contaminants. However, this did not prove to be the case: inclusion 

of the HF dip had no significant effect on the proportion passing. However 

it did have a significant effect on breakdown voltages, lowering them by 

approximately a volt, with a strong level of statistical significance. Theses 

pieces of information lead to two conclusions: one that the HF is indeed 

etching the native oxide, (a drop of a volt indicates a decrease in thickness 

of about 10 Angstroms), but that this native oxide is not a source of harm to 

the breakdown performance of the gate oxide, since its removal does not 

bring about an improvement. The final conclusion is that under these 

processing conditions, the HF dip is not beneficial, and that there is no 

reason for including it as a cleaning step. 

7.3 EFFECTS OF SCI AT THE GATE PRECLEAN 

This was not a strong effect; it showed up only at the most strenuous test 

and then at a level of significance which has been regarded here as only 

moderate and which is indeed when compared to that found for other steps 

(.0226 for this step as compared to .0001 for SC2 at the poly preclean). 

However, it did show up in analysis of both average breakdown voltage and 

the proportion passing. Examination of the histograms for this step shows 

that there are slightly more fails for this step. This step of the cleaning 

procedure is known to be a source of metallic contaminants, and this 

contamination is a possible explanation for the detrimental effects of 

performing this step. 



7.4 EFFECTS OF SC2 AT THE POLY PRECLEAN 

The most interesting and potentially useful effect was that of SC2 at the 

poly preclean. The use of this cleaning step had the effect of lowering 

breakdown voltages at all current levels with a very high degree of 

statistical significance. In addition, defect density was increased at all 

current levels. An examination of histograms showed that when SC2 was 

used, the proportion of failing sites increased. Since the number of failing 

die was larger at all levels of current, this indicates an increase in both 

initial shorts and the ability of the oxide to withstand large levels of current 

stress. This was a "main effect" (i.e. results were lower when this step was 

used regardless of what other steps were also used), but there was also an 

interaction between SCI and SC2 (both at the poly precleans). When SCI 

preceded SC2 results were not as low as there were when SC2 alone was used. 

This interaction was found only at the 7.3mA repeat test, however it was 

significant for both breakdown voltage and defect density. 

One possible explanation for the above results is that the HCL in SC2 is 

actually etching the silicon dioxide, (in the way that HF would), forming 

Si CI 4 and water. Considering that the solution has a fairly high 

concentration of HCl, and that the wafers are in the solution for 10 minutes, 

it would not take a very large etch rate to significantly affect the silicon 

dioxide. The interaction with SCI can be explained as follows: Assuming 

that SCI contains aluminum which plates out onto that oxide surface, 

perhaps this aluminum reacts with some of the HCl in SC2 thus preventing it 

from doing as much damage to the oxide. Or possibly the plated aluminum is 

then oxidized to form aluminum oxide which may not be etched as easily by 

HCl. 

Results from Experiment 2 support this theory. In this experiment, both 

SCI and SC2 were used in both precleans, but the order in which they were 

done was reversed. For the 7.3 mArap repeat test both breakdown voltage 

and proportion passing were very significantly worse when the order of 

the cleans was switched at the poly preclean. This confirms that SC2 does 

more damage when it is not preceded by SCI. 

If SC2 is indeed etching the oxide, it is probably not etching it uniformly 

by a great amount, since these results should have shown up as a a slight 
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decrease in passing voltage, especially at the lower current tests, which 

have little variation and are able to pick up slight changes in oxide 

thickness. However, the possibility exists that the SC2 is etching only some 

selected areas of the oxide which already are structurally weak, due to some 

other reason. The C-V data also supports this theory, since this work showed 

that the inclusion of SC2 may be connected to increased variance in oxide 

thickness across the wafer. 

7.5 RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 3 

The results of experiment are not completely clear. In general they show 

little significant statistical correlation between holding the solution for 0, 6, 

or 12 hours and quality of the oxide. However, it is important to remember 

that these experiments were carried our over the course of several months, 

and that performance of the process in general was subject to variation. 

For example, that standard deviation for the 7.3mAR BV Test for Experiment 

1 was 3.27V compared to 3.80V for Experiment 3. Therefore Experiment 3 

was less capable of picking up more subtle sources of variation, such as 

holding time. In general, average breakdown voltage did decrease with 

increased holding time (especially for the 7.3mA repeat test), however, 

there was just too much other variation in the process for the difference to 

be significant. Thus, solution holding time seems to be a "fine tuning" sort 

of variable, and should be examined only when other, more significant 

sources of variation have been eliminated. 

7.6 CONCLUSION 

The first major conclusion to be drawn from these experiments is that, 

under these processing conditions, an HF dip does nothing to improve the 

performance of the preclean, although it does remove the native oxide. 

Therefore the is no reason to include it in the RCA cleaning sequence. The 

second conclusion is that SC2 at the poly preclean is the most detrimental 

step of all and that the damage is done by a mechanism where the oxide is 

selectively etched at areas that are already weak. Removing this step 

altogether would result in better breakdown voltage results. One problem 

with removing this step is that if it were removed, metallic contaminants, 



from SCI would be more likely to remain on the wafer causing a change in 

threshold voltage and other problems. A possible solution to this 

complication is the use of very high purity hydrogen peroxide in SCI, and 

therefore not depositing a significant amount of contaminants. Increasing 

the solution holding time requires further investigation. In this 

experiment, the effect of each individual solution was "confounded" (i.e. it 

showed the effect of the age of both cleans making up the cleaning 

sequence, but not that of each particular clean), so there was no way of 

telling if the age of SCI or the age of SC2 had more of an effect on the 

results. If the age of the solutions was indeed found to have a detrimental 

effect, but if SC2 was still the cause of that effect (as it was in Experiment 1) 

then if SC2 were eliminated altogether through the use of superclean 

peroxide, then the extension of holding time might now be possible. In any 

case, this would require detailed study of both superclean peroxide and 

holding time. 

The final conclusion to be drawn from these experiments was that under 

these short loop processing conditions, absolutely no cleaning step had a 

positive effect upon the oxide. This can be interpreted as saying that wet 

cleans such as the RCA clean should be used judiciously: if a clean is not 

necessitated by some processing step, the only results of performing this 

clean will be detrimental. 



APPENDIX 1: A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE FACTORIAL EXPERIMENT 

The factorial experiment offers a way of testing several variables while 

performing only one run of an experiment. To perform a general factorial 

design, in investigator selects a fixed number of "levels" (possible values 

for the experimental variables) and then runs the experiments with all 

possible combinations. If there are li levels for the first variable, I2 levels 

for the second level and Ik levels for the kth variable the experiment is 

called an li x I2 x . . . Ik factorial design. Of special importance are 

experiments in which each variable occurs at only two levels. These 

designs are of importance for the following reasons. 

1. They require relatively few runs per factor studied. 

2. Results are easy to evaluate and interpret. 

3. They- lend themselves to fractional design (see below). 

These type of experiments show both the main effects of each level and 

the interaction. (Effect is defined as the change in the response when 

moving from one level of a factor or another, for example performing or 

not performing a certain preclean). The main effect of a particular variable 

is the difference between the average response for the plus level of the 

variable and the minus level of that variable, regardless of what other 

variables were studied. Interactions are defined as the case when the main 

effects of one or more variables do not simply add, but rather affect the 

response in some other manner. They are calculated in a similar, but 

slightly more complicated manner. Finally, a reduced factorial is performed 

when there are too many variables to practically perform a regular 

factorial. A fractional factorial docs not actually perform all possible 

combinations, and results in a decreased ability to discover higher-level 

interactions. 



APPENDIX 2: PROGRAMS FOR SAS ANALYSIS 

PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING RESULTS FROM EXP. 1: 

OPTIONS PS - 42 LS - 72; 

• DATA RCA_DATA; 

INFILE 'RCA_FAC.DAT'; 

INPUT LOTNO S WAFNO X 5 V ? T_NAME $ 10. VALUE 12.; 

IF VALUE > 35 THEN DELETE; 

IF LOTNO - '60239603' THEN DELETE; 

IF WAFNO - 17 OR WAFNO - 10 THEN DELETE; 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_DATA; 
BY T_NAME LOTNO WAFNO; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY DATA - RCA_DATA; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO T_NAME; 
VAR VALUE,-
OUTPUT OUT - RCA_SUM MEAN - WAFMEAH STD - WAFSTD; 

DATA RCA_SUM; 
SET RCA_SUM; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - S OR WAFNO -
6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 8 THEN GATE_SC1 - 1; 

ELSE GATE_SC1 - -1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 11 OR WAFNO - 12 THEN GATE_HF - 1; 

ELSE GATE_HF - -1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO - 6 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 14 THEN GATE_SC2 - 1; 

ELSE GATE_SC2 - -1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
11 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 15 THEN HCL_SC1 - 1; 

ELSE HCL_SC1 1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 10 OR WAFNO 
- 11 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 16 THEN HCL_SC2 - 1; 

ELSE HCL_SC2 - -1; 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_SUM; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - RCA_SUM; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL SCI HCL_SC2; 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL VIAFMEAN - GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2 GATE_SC1«GATE_HF 
GATIi_SCl*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC1*HCL_SC1 GATE_SC1*HCL_SC2 GATE_HF*GATE_SC2 
GATE_HF«HCL_SC1 GATE_HF*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC2*HCL SCI GATE SC2*HCL SC2 
HCL_SC1*HCL_SC2; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA_SUM; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR WAFMEAN; 
OUTPUT OUT - STATS MEAN - XBAR STD - STDEV; 



DATA STATS; 
SET STATS; 
IF _TYPE_ <- 9 OR _TYPE_ - 16; 

PROC PRINT DATA - STATS; 

DATA DD_CALC; 
SET RCA_DATA; 
IF VALUE <- 14 THEN DD - 1; 
ELSE DD - 0; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFh'O T_NAME; 
VAR DD; 
OUTPUT OUT - DDTABLE SUM - TOTALF N - TOTALT; 

DATA DDTABLE; 
SET DDTABLE; 
IF T_NAME - 'BVG1_8UA' THEN AREA - .018; 
ELSE AREA - .073; 
DEFD - {-1/AREA)*(LOG{1-(TOTALF/TOTALT))); 

DATA DDTABLE; 
SET DDTABLE; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO -
6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 8 THEN GATE_SC1 - 1; 

ELSE GATE_SC1 1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 11 OR WAFNO - 12 THEN GATE_HF - 1; 

ELSE GATEJ1F 1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO - 6 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 14 THEN GATE_SC2 - 1; 

ELSE GATE_SC2 - "1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
11 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 15 THEN HCL_SC1 - 1; 

ELSE HCL_SC1 1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 10 OR WAFNO 
- 11 OR WAFNO - 13 OR WAFNO - 16 THEN HCL_SC2 - 1; 

ELSE HCL_SC2 - -1; 

PROC SORT DATA - DDTABLE; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - DDTABLE; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2; 

BY T NAME; 
MODEL DEFD - GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2 GATE_SC1*GATE_HF 
GATE_SC1*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC1*HCL_SC1 GATE_SC1*HCL_SC2 GATE_HF*GATE_SC2 
GATE_HF*HCL_SC1 GATE HF*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC2*HCL_SC1 GATE_SC2*HCL_SC2 
HCL_SC1*HCL_SC2; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - DDTABLE; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR DEFD; 



OUTPUT OUT -DDSTATS MEAN-DDMEAN STD - DDSTD; 

DATA DDSTATS; 
SET DDSTATS; 
IF _TYPE_<-9 OR _TYPE_ - 16; 

PROC PRINT DATA - DDSTATS ; 

DATA RCA_BIN; 
SET DDTABLE; 
P - {TOTALT-TOTALF)/TOTALT; 
P - ARSIN(P**.5); 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_BIN; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - RCA_BIN; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE SC2 KCL_SCX HCL_SC2; 

BY T_N AME; 
MODEL P - GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2 GATE_SC1*GATE_HF 
GATE_SC1*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC1*HCL_SC1 GATE SC1«HCL_SC2 GATE_HF*GATE_SC2 
GATE_HF*HCL_SC1 GATE_HF*GATE_SC2 GATE_SC2*HCL_SC1 GATE SC2*HCL_SC2 
HCL_SC1*HCL_SC2; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA_BIN; 
CLASS GATE_SC1 GATE_HF GATE_SC2 HCL_SC1 HCL_SC2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR P; 
OUTPUT OUT - PSTATS MEAN - PMEAN STD - PSTD; 

DATA PSTATS; 
SET PSTATS; 
IF _TYPE_ <» 9 OR _TYPE_ - 16; 

PROC PRINT DATA -PSTATS; 
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PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING RESULTS FROM EXP. 2: 

OPTIONS PS - 42 LS - 72, 

DATA RCA_DATA; 

INFILE 'RCA_ORDER.DAT•; 

INPUT LOTNO $ WAFNO X $ Y $ T_NAME $ 10. VALUE 12., 

IF VALUE >35 THEN DELETE; 

IP LOTNO - 60189581 THEN DELETE; 

IF WAFNO - 17 OR WAFNO - 18 THEN DELETE; 

PROC SORT ; 
BY T_NAME LOTNO WAFNO; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY DATA - RCA_DATA; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO T_NAME; 
VAR VALUE; 
OUTPUT OUT - RCA_SUM MEAN - WAFMEAN ; 

DATA RCA_SUM; 
SET RCA_SUM; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO -
6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFNO - 8 THEN SW_PER - 1; 

ELSE SW_PER 1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 11 OR WAFNO - 12 THEN SW_HCL - 1/ 

ELSE SW_HCL - -1; 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_SUM; 
BY TJJAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - RCA_SUM; 
CLASS SW_PER SW_HCL; 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL WAFMEAN - SW_PER SW_HCL SW_PER*SW_HCL; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA_SUM; 
CLASS SW_PER SW_HCL; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR WAFMEAN; 
OUTPUT OUT - STATS MEAN - XBAR; 

PROC PRINT DATA - STATS; 

DATA DDCALC; 
SET RCA_DATA; 
IF VALUE < 15 THEN DD - 1 ; 
ELSE DD - 0; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO T_NAME; 
VAR DD; 
OUTPUT OUT - DDTABLE SUM - TOTALF N - TOTALT; 

DATA DDTABLE; 
SET DDTABLE; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 5 OR WAFNO -
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6 OR WAFNO - 7 OR WAFKO - 8 THEN SW_PER - 1; 

' ELSE SW_PER - -1; 

IF WAFNO - 1 OR WAFNO - 2 OR WAFNO - 3 OR WAFNO - 4 OR WAFNO - 9 OR WAFNO -
10 OR WAFNO - 11 OR WAFNO - 12 THEN SW_HCL - 1; 

ELSE SW_HCL 1; 

DATA DDTABLE; 
SET DDTABLE; 
IF TJJAME - 'BVG1_8UA' THEN AREA - .018; 
ELSE AREA - .073; 
DEFD - (-1/AREA)*(LOG(1-(TOTALF/TOTALT) ) ) ; 

PROC SORT DATA - DDTABLE; 
Bit T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - DDTASLB; 
CLASS SW_PER SW_HCL; 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL DEFD - SW_PER SW_HCL SW_PER»SW_HCL; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - DDTABLE; 
CLASS SW_PER SW_HCL; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR DEFD; 
OUTPUT OUT - DDSTATS MEAN - DDMEAN; 

PROC PRINT DATA - DDSTATS; 

DATA RCA_BIN; 
SET DDTABLE; 
P - (TOTALT-TOTALF)/TOTALT; 
P - ARSIN(P**.5) ; 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA BIN; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - RCA_BIN; 
CLASS SW_PER SW_HCL; 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL P - SW_PER SW_HCL SW_PER*SW_HCL; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA_BIN; 
CLASS SW__PER SW_HCL; 
BY T NAME; 
VAR P; 
OUTPUT OUT - PSTATS MEAN - PMEAN ; 

PROC PRINT DATA - PSTATS; 



PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING RESULTS FROM EXP. 3 

OPjTTnMQ PS - 42 LS - 78/ 

DATA RCA_DATA; 

INFILE 'RCA_T1ME.DAT'/ 

INPUT LOTNO $ WAFNO X $ Y $ T_NAME $ 10. VALUE 12.; 

IF VALUE > 35 THEN DELETE/ 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA DATA/ 
BY T_NAME LOTNO WAFNO/ 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY DATA - RCA_DATA/ 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO T_NAME; 
VAR VALUE; 
OUTPUT OUT - RCA_SUM MEAN - WAFMEAN STD - WAFSTD; 

DATA RCA_SUM; 
SET RCA_SUM; 
TIME_1 - 12/ 
IF WAFNO < 13 THEN TIME_1 - 6/ 
IF WAFNO < 7 THEN TIM£_1 - 0/ 
TIME_2 - MOD(WAFNO,3)/ 
IF TIME 2-0 THEN TIME_2 - 12; 
IF TIME~2 - 2 THEN TIME_2 - 6; 
IF TIME_2 - 1 THEN TIME_2 - 0; 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_SUM ; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GU4 DATA - RCA_SUM/ 
CLASS LOTNO TIME_1 TIME_2j 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL WAFMEAN - LOTNO TIME_1 TIME_2 TIME_1*TIME_2; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA SUM; 
CLASS TIME_1 TIME_2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR WAFMEAN; 
OUTPUT OUT - STATS MEAN - XBAR STD - STDEV; 

DATA STATS; 
SET STATS; 
IF _TYPE_ <11; 

PROC PRINT DATA - STATS; 

DATA DDCALC; 
SET RCA_DATA; 
IF VALUE < 15 THEN DD - 1; 
ELSE DD - 0; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO T_NAME; 
VAR DD; 
OUTPUT OUT - DDTABLE SUM - TOTALF N - TOTALT; 

DATA DDTABLE; 
SET DDTABLE; 
IF T_NAME - 'BVGl^BUA' THEN AREA - .018; 
ELSE AREA - .073; 
DEFD - (-1/AREA)*(LOG(1-(TOTALF/TOTALT))); 

DATA DDTABLE; 



.SET DDTABLE; 
TIME 1 - 12; 
IF WAFNO < 13 THEN TIME_1 - 6; 
I F  W A F N O  <  7  T H E N  T I M E  1 - 0 ;  
TIME 2 - MOD (WAFNO, 3);"* 
IF TIME_2 - 0 THEN TIME_2 - 12; 
IF TIME_2 - 2 THEN TIME_2 - 6; 
IF TIME 2-1 THEN TIME_2 - 0; 

PROC SORT DATA - DDTABLE; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA- DDTABLE; 
CLASS TIME_1 TIME_2; 
BY T_NAME; 
MODEL DEFD - TIME_1 TIME_2 TIME_1*TIME_2 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - DDTABLE; 
CLASS TIME_1 TIME_2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR DEFD; 
OUTPUT OUT - DDSTATS MEAN -DDXBAR; 

DATA DDSTATS; 
SET DDSTATS; 
IF _TYPE_ < 11 ; 

PROC PRINT DATA - DDSTATS; 

DATA RCA_BIN; 
SET DDTABLE; 
P - (TOTALT-TOTALF)/TOTALT; 
P - ARSIN(P**.5); 

PROC SORT DATA - RCA_BIN; 
BY T_NAME; 

PROC GLM DATA - RCAJBIN; 

CLASS TIME 1 TIME 2; 
BY T_NAME;~ 
MODEL P - TIME_1 TIME_2 TIME_1*TIME_2; 

PROC SUMMARY DATA - RCA_BIN; 
CLASS TIME 1 TIME_2; 
BY T_NAME; 
VAR P; 
OUTPUT OUT - PSTATS MEAN - PXBAR; 

DATA PSTATS; 
SET PSTATS; 
IF _TYPE_ < 11 ; 

PROC PRINT DATA - PSTATS; 



PROGRAM FOR PLOTTING CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIANCE AND PROPORTION 
FAILING 

OPTIONS PS - 42 LS - 72 / 

' GOPTIONS DEVICE - TEK4014 GSFKODE - APPEND GSFLEH - 2043 NODISPIAY; 

DATA RCADATA; 

INFILE 'RCA_FAC.DAT'; 

INPUT LOTNO $ WAFNO X $ Y $ T_NAME $ 10. VALUE 12.; 

IF VALUE >35 THEN DELETE; 

DATA _7_3MA; 
SET RCADATA; 
IF T_NAME - 'BVG7_3MA'; 

DATA _7_3MAR; 
SET RCADATA; 
IF T_NAME - 'BVG7_3MAR'; 

DATA _7_3MAR; 
SET _7_3MAR; 
IF VALUE < 15 THEN F - 1; 
ELSE F - 0; 

PROC SORT DATA - _7_3MAR; 
BY LOTNO WAFNO; 

PROC SUMMARY NWAY DATA - _7_3HAR; 
CLASS LOTNO WAFNO ; 
VAR F; 
OUTPUT OUT - _7_3MA_F SUM - TOTALF N - TOTALT; 

DATA _7_3MA_F; 
<?£T-=MMA^F.f 
f" - TOTALP/TOTALT i 

DATA _7„3MA; 
SET _7 3MA; 
IF VALUE < 15 THEN DELETE; 

PROC SORT DATA - 7_3MA; 
BY LOTNO WAFNOj~ 

PROC MEANS STD DATA - _7_3MA; 
BY LOTNO WAFNO; 
OUTPUT OUT " _7_3MA_S STD - STD: 

PROC SORT DATA - _7_3MA_F; 
BY LOTNO WAFNO; 

PROC SORT DATA - _7_3MA_S; 
BY LOTNO WAFNO; 

DATA F_VS_S; 
MERGE 7_3MA<S (IN - A) 7_3MA F (IN - B); 
BY LOTNO WAFNO; ~ 
IF A AND B; 

PROC GPLOT; 
PLOT F *STD; 
TITLE 'FAILS VS STD"; 

PROC PRINT NOOBS DATA - F_VS_S; 
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